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Disclaimer

Nothing in this paper is an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy any
tokens. FlashBrowser is publishing this paper solely to receive feedback and
comments from the public. Nothing in this paper should be treated or read as a
guarantee or promise of how Flash Browser business, services, token development, or
value will evolve. This paper merely outlines current plans, which could change, and
the success of which will depend on many factors outside Flash Browsers control,
including market-based factors and systemic industry challenges, among others.
The information contained in this Whitepaper is not comprehensive and does not
claim to be complete. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of
such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to
be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The Whitepaper
is intended for general informational purposes only and does not constitute a
prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or
any offer to sell any product. In particular, the Whitepaper is not an Offer and does
not imply a contractual relationship between Flash Token and an interested party.
All information on these documents is provided in good faith for general information
purposes only.
The information provided in this Whitepaper does not constitute financial advice,
trading advice, investment advice, legal advice, or any sort of advice whatsoever, and
you should not treat the Whitepaper as such. Further, the Whitepaper may be
amended or replaced from time to time. Flash Token is not obliged to update the
Whitepaper, or to provide recipients with access to any information beyond what is
provided herein. Any liability for the content of the Whitepaper is excluded. This
includes both material and immaterial damage.

*Adobe and Flash are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems
Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries.
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01. Overview
FlashBrowser is a web browser that uses a combination of internet data, extended
reality, and blockchain technology to create a more immersive and engaging online
experience. The FLA Token powers the FlashBrowser network, allowing participants to
capture and benefit from the value that is created within the network. This innovative
approach to internet browsing transforms the user experience and enables users to
access and interact with a wide range of content and services in a more intuitive and
engaging way.

02. Introduction
Flash Token is a ESDT Token running on the MultiversX blockchain. Offering rewards
for minting by creating flash content, the token aims to kick-start a renaissance of
Flash ecosystem.

Adobe Flash (formerly Macromedia Flash and FutureSplash) is a multimedia software
platform, used for production of animations, rich web applications, desktop
applications, mobile apps, mobile games, and embedded web browser video players.

Flash displays text, vector graphics, and graphics to provide animations, video games,
and applications. It allows streaming of audio and video, and can capture
mouse, keyboard, microphone, and camera input. Artists may produce Flash graphics
and animations using Adobe Animate (formerly known as Adobe Flash Professional).
Software developers may produce applications and video games using Adobe Flash
Builder, FlashDevelop, Flash Catalyst, or any text editor combined with the Apache
Flex SDK. End users view Flash content via Flash Player (for web browsers), Adobe AIR
(for desktop or mobile apps), or third-party players such as Scaleform (for video
games). Adobe Flash Player (which is available on Microsoft Windows, macOS, and
Linux) enables end users to view Flash content using web browsers. Adobe Flash Lite
enabled viewing Flash content on older smartphones,but since has been discontinued
and superseded by Adobe AIR.

The ActionScript programming language allows the development of interactive
animations, video games, web applications, desktop applications, and mobile
applications. Programmers can implement Flash software using an IDE such as Adobe
Animate, Adobe Flash Builder, Adobe Director, FlashDevelop, and Powerflasher FDT.

Adobe AIR enables full-featured desktop and mobile applications to be developed with
Flash and published for Windows, macOS, Android, iOS, Xbox One, PlayStation 4.



03. FlashBrowser
FlashBrowser is a free and open-source web browser developed by AS3 s.r.l. that is
based on the Google Chromium web engine. It is a privacy-focused browser that
automatically blocks online advertisements and website trackers in its default
settings. FlashBrowser also offers optional FlashAds, which pay users for their
attention in the form of Flash Tokens (FLA) cryptocurrency. Users can then use this
cryptocurrency to send contributions to flash content creators who support FLA, as
well as keep the cryptocurrency they earn.

Available Features:
● Chromium Based
● Fast browsing speed
● Lightweight, can sit alongside your favorite browser.
● Integrated MultiversX (Elrond) wallet
● Integrated Ad-Blocker
● Flash Search Engine, the default home page, allows for searching legacy flash

games
● Flash Collectables minting

Future version:
● Integrated collectable flash minting ( Flash Portal )
● ELGD/FLA Swap
● Flash Advertisements

FlashBrowser is at version 0.8.1 Beta and has over 120k organic downloads, available
for download on Windows, MacOS, and Linux platforms, and the team has plans to
develop mobile support in the future. This mobile support will be developed and
released after the public sale, so users on mobile devices will need to wait until then to
access and use the FlashBrowser app. However, users on desktop and laptop
computers can download and use the app now, and they can benefit from the
features and capabilities of the flash technology that it uses.

https://search.flash.pm/
https://hanadigital.github.io/grev/?user=radubirsan&repo=FlashBrowser2


04. Flash Token utility
Legacy and new flash creators can give a new life to their games by minting NFT
versions of the game. Using Flash NFT Portal, extra features can be added: pay to play,
rent ad space in game, swap assets.

Game Creator Example :

1.  Developer writes a Flash game using AnimteCC & Actionscript 3.
2.  Using Flash Portal he transforms the game into a Flash Collectable (NFT)  with the
following parameters:
● main_banner: 1 FLA ( partner projects can provide content to be displayed in the

area)
● pay_to_play: 0 FLA ( the developer choses to make the game free to play )
● unlock_premium: 10 FLA ( this unlock premium features in the game )
● high_score_reward:1 FLA ( Beating the highest score reward the players wallet with 1

FLA if and when available from the advertisement payments  )
3. Developer chooses to sell the NFT’s on a free marketplace for 10.000 FLA.
4. The new owner of the NFT uses the Flash Add portal to buy space to promote his newly
purchased game.
5. Based on the success of the game he can make a profit or a loss.

Course Creator Example:

Teacher uses Animate CC to create an interactive course on a particular subject. He exports
the course in video format and uploads it to youtube. He also publishes the interactive
course in SWF format enabling interactivity. * ( templates will be provided )

He then mints the NFT course with the following parameters:

● main_banner: 1 FLA ( projects can provide content to be displayed in the area)
● pay_to_play: 10 FLA ( the developer choses to make the curse free )
● unlock_premium: 10 FLA ( this unlock premium features in the curse )
● high_score_reward:1 FLA ( Library will assess students alertness and reward him for

completing the course )



05. Ecosystem
Reviving a whole ecosystem is an ambitious plan. The FLA token can be used to create
new types of digital experiences. Here are some of the categories that will be
incentivized using the FLA growth fund.

5.1 Casual Games
Gaming Flash found a niche as the dominant platform for online multimedia content,
particularly for browser games. There are millions of flash games created over the
decades which now can be monetized with the help of the FLA token.

5.2 Advertisements
Creating engaging and interactive banners that capture users' attention can be
challenging, but flash technology makes it easier to create and publish ad campaigns
that use motion and interaction to grab users' attention. Flash enabled projects can
pay for these ad campaigns using FLA Tokens, and a special validator mechanism will
be used to filter out ads that do not comply with the ad policy. This can help ensure
that the ads that users see are relevant, appropriate, and high-quality.

5.3 Storytelling
The flash timeline allows users to create animations, short series, or full-length
animated movies using a simple and intuitive interface. These creations can be
exported in video or SWF (flash) format, which offers a number of benefits. The
vector-based SWF format has a smaller file size than other video formats, making it
more efficient to download and play. Additionally, flash projects that use the SWF
format can benefit from the use of FLA Tokens, which can be used to pay for and
support the creation of high-quality animated content. Overall, the flash timeline is a
versatile and powerful tool for creating engaging, animated content that can be
enjoyed by a wide audience.

5.4 Applications
In addition to gaming and animation, flash technology can be used to create utility
applications using Harman AIR. This open-source library allows flash applications to
integrate FLA transactions, making it easier to create and use applications that



support and utilize this cryptocurrency. This can be a powerful tool for developers that
want to create utility applications that take advantage of the features and benefits of
flash technology and FLA Tokens.

5.5 Metaverse
Casual virtual reality (VR) experiences can be published in SWF (flash) format and
benefit from the use of FLA Tokens. For example, the Animate software introduces VR
360 and VR Panorama document types, which makes it easy to create engaging VR
content using flash technology. This allows creators to take advantage of the features
and benefits of flash technology and FLA Tokens to create and publish high-quality VR
experiences that can be enjoyed by a wide audience.



06. Tokenomics
A maximum of 2,100,000,000 ( 2.1 Billion ) FLA tokens has been created. It runs on the
MultiversX blockchain and functions as a utility ESDT token.

• NFT Collection  ( one lottery ticket & more)

• Private sale: 0.357 billion ( 17% of total supply )

• Launchpad: 0.21 billion ( 10% of total supply )

• DEX listing: 1 billion ( 40% of total supply )

• Growth fund: 703 million FLA ( 33.5% of total supply )

• Team: 200 million FLA. ( 9.5% of total supply )



6.1 Private Sale
The Private Sale, a total of 357 Million FLA ( 17% of total supply ) is available to
strategic investors. The goal is to raise a minimum of 107,100 USDC in the private sale.
Private sale FLA will be vested for 18 Months (quarterly release).

The private sale FLA  price is set at 0.0003$.

Some of the numbers may change with EGLD/USDC exchange rates and volatility, but
the following numbers are best effort estimates as of November 1, 2022.

• Maximum financing: 2,490 EGLD - this may change with exchange rates.

• Minimum financing: 1,500 EGLD.

• Exchange rate: 1 EGLD = 14,333 FLA this may change with EGLD
exchange rates.

• Vested FLA contract address: TBD (Published through various
channels 48 hrs before private sale starts).

• Launch date and time: 8AM PST December 31, 2022 block ( MultiversX epoch
to be announced) .

• Token launch completion: Token launch will end when either the maximum
number of ELGD are raised or epoch number ( to be announced ) is reached. If
less than the minimum EGLD is raised, EGLD can be retrieved by holders of
FLA.

6.2 Launchpad
A total of 0.21 billion FLA ( 10% of total supply ) is available for the launchpad. NFT
holders will have a winning lottery ticket. The launchpad winning tickets will be able to
buy FLA at a price of 0.0005$.

https://xbuilders.dev/category/launchpad

6.3 DEX Listing

https://xbuilders.dev/category/launchpad


A total of 630.000 Million FLA will be allocated for the DEX Listing. This includes initial
liquidity providers incentives and eventual fees taken by the DEX. We are evaluating
potential partner DEXs

6.4 Growth Fund

User growth fund will be 700 million FLA,  used to incentivize players to participate
in the Flash Ecosystem.

• Staking Rewards will be distributed to anyone who stakes FLA. The
unbounding time will be 10 days. Staking rewards will be set at
maximum 100% APY for the first year.

• A small amount of FLA tokens will be air dropped to early
adopters of FlashBrowser, at up to 100 FLA/user. Airdrops will
start only after the first DEX listing.

• Creator rewards, creators can become eligible for rewards by



creating flash collectables (NFT).  View count will be the basis of
the rewards.

• End user rewards will be distributed to early navigators, for
discovering and curating content.



6.5 Team

The lock periods and vesting schedules for the founding team's allocation of FLA Tokens
are designed to reflect their long-term commitment in creating sustainable value for the
entire ecosystem. A total of 200 million FLA Tokens have been reserved for the founding
team, and these tokens will be vested for a minimum of two years after the public sale.
Vesting will be done in four different phases to ensure that the founding team remains
committed to the success of the ecosystem over the long term. This approach helps to
align the interests of the founding team with those of other partners and stakeholders in
the ecosystem, and it promotes a culture of collaboration and long-term value creation.



6.6 Raised funds allocation

A total of 1.2 billion FLA ( 57% of total supply ) will be sold in the Private Sale, Public
Launchpad & DEX Listing.

Our goal is to raise a maximum of 2 Million USDC and a minimum of 100000 USDC.
Some of the numbers may change with EGLD/USDC exchange rates and volatility, but
the following numbers are best effort estimates as of November 1, 2022.

• Product development: 56% of budget The team consists of just
over 10 engineers. This financing allows for the rollout of the FLA
solution, including the necessary development of the existing
FlashBrowser technology.

• Administration: 12% of budget Consists of FLA legal, security,
accounting and other associated administration costs.

• Marketing: 12% of budget Marketing will focus on expanding
awareness and adoption of the FlashBrowser and the FLA solution
among users, publishers and advertisers. This also includes the
growth and maintenance of the world-wide community.

• Contractors: 13% of budget These funds will be directed at
third-party providers offering engineering, marketing,



growth-hacking, PR, partnerships, affiliate programs and more.

• Contingency: 7% of budget This is a set-aside for unforeseen costs of
unexpected topics that might come up.



6.7 Unlock & Vesting Schedule
The allocated funds will have a quarterly release, FLA circulating supply will reach its
maximum 2.1 Billion at the end of 2028.



Public
Sale

Private
Sale

Growth Fund Team Supply

Creator AirDrop Player Staking

Total 1000 M 357 M 140 M 21 M 70 M 469 M 200 M 2.1 B

Jan 2023 0

Feb 2023 600 M 35 M 120 M 1M 1M

Mar 2023 60 M

Apr 2023 600 M 70 M 60 M

May 2023 60 M

Jun 2023 60 M

Jul 2023 60 M

Aug 2023 60 M

Sep 2023 60 M

Nov 2023 60 M

Dec 2023

Jan 2024

Feb 2024

Mar 2024

Apr 2024

May 2024

Jun 2024

Jul 2024

Aug 2024

Sep 2024

Nov 2024

Dec 2024

Jan 2025

Feb 2025

Mar 2025

Apr 2025

May 2025

Jun 2025

Jul 2025

Aug 2025

Sep 2025



Nov 2025

Dec 2025

Jan 2026

Feb 2026

Mar 2026

Apr 2026

May 2026

Jun 2026

Jul 2026

Aug 2026

Sep 2026

Nov 2026

Dec 2026



07. FAQs

What do FLAs represent?
FLAs are tokens running on the MultiversX Blockchain and the Flash Platform. They
are not refundable, nor are they securities or for speculation. There is no promise of
future performance. There is no suggestion or promise that FLA has or will hold a
particular value. FLAs give no rights in the company and do not represent participation
in the company. FLAs are sold as functional goods. Any value received by the company
may be spent according to the whitepaper. FLAs are meant only for experts in
cryptographic tokens and blockchain-based software systems.

What crypto-currencies are accepted in the crowdsale?
EGLD will be accepted in the crowdsale. You will be required to have an EGLD wallet
pointed at the token/crowdsale address to participate in the crowdsale. EGLD are
ESDT derived tokens. If you hold BTC or some other crypto-currency it can be
exchanged for EGLD and used to participate in the crowdsale.

When will the Crowdsale happen?
We’re working with security auditors to finalize the contract. When they have
completed their analysis we will announce the date. Note that the FLA crowdsale
parameters will be tied to block number, so times will depend on Elrond Blockchain
Epoch numbers. The contract will be pushed to Elrond mainnet 3 days before the
crowdsale starts. We’ll also give people a week to interact with the contract on Elrond
Devnet.

What is the price of FLA?
FLA will be a fixed ratio to EGLD. This may vary slightly with EGLD volatility as we get
closer to the contract deployment date. The exchange rate could be 6400 FLA per
EGLD.

How will FlashBrowser use EGLD raised during token launch?
The EGLD received in the crowdsale will be used to build out the Blockchain-based
digital advertising system for FlashBrowser and to incentivize user adoption and
creation of flash content, which uses FLA as a unit of exchange.

How will FlashBrowser store FLAs?



FlashBrowser will use the standard multisig wallet to store FLA ESDT Token.

Are FLA tokens transferable?
Crowdsale tokens are immediately transferable. Tokens used in the FlashBrowser may
only be donated or used to pay flash creators for premium content or for other
services. Tokens may also be used by publishers for promotions.

How can you bring back a whole ecosystem?
Using blockchain technology the monetization and financing of is possible and is not
left to one corporation to decide the fate of a platform.



08. Flash Ecosystem Web Media Channels

Official social media channels:
● ⚡ Website: https://flash.pm/browser
● ⚡ Linktree:

https://linktr.ee/flashtoken?utm_source=linktree_profile_share&ltsid=a69455a1-59b4-
4089-ba95-d2823bd82999

● ⚡Discord https://discord.gg/c7b5fqSvtW
● ⚡Telegram
✅ Announcements:

https://t.me/+yWQAEDGlqEoxNTlk
✅ Discussions:

RO: https://t.me/FlashToken_RO
EN: https://t.me/FlashToken_EN
FR: https://t.me/FlashToken_FR
Hu:   https://t.me/FlashToken_HU

● ⚡Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/@FlashisBack
● ⚡Twitter: https://twitter.com/BrowserFlash
● ⚡ Blog https://flash.pm/browser/blog
● ⚡ Whitepaper & Roadmap: https://flash.pm/browser/features
● ⚡ Github: https://github.com/radubirsan/FlashBrowser
● ⚡ Download FlashBrowser link:
✅:https://github.com/radubirsan/FlashBrowser/releases/tag/v0.81

09. Core Team

● Radu BARSAN, Founder & CEO Flash (Developer);
● dr. Sorin GHINEA,  Co-Founder & Head of Business, Strategy  and Marketing;
● Gabor ADAM, Flash Strategic Advisor & HU Community Manager.

https://flash.pm/browser
https://linktr.ee/flashtoken?utm_source=linktree_profile_share&ltsid=a69455a1-59b4-4089-ba95-d2823bd82999
https://linktr.ee/flashtoken?utm_source=linktree_profile_share&ltsid=a69455a1-59b4-4089-ba95-d2823bd82999
https://discord.gg/c7b5fqSvtW
https://t.me/+yWQAEDGlqEoxNTlk
https://t.me/FlashToken_RO
https://t.me/FlashToken_EN
https://t.me/FlashToken_FR
https://www.youtube.com/@FlashisBack
https://twitter.com/BrowserFlash
https://flash.pm/browser/blog
https://flash.pm/browser/features
https://github.com/radubirsan/FlashBrowser
https://github.com/radubirsan/FlashBrowser/releases/tag/v0.81


10. Why MultiversX (ex Elrond) blockchain?
To achieve this ambitious vision, the Flash (FLA) token and the content economy will
be implemented using the MultiversX blockchain. MultiversX is a highly scalable,
secure and decentralized blockchain network created to enable radically new
applications, for users, businesses, society, and the new metaverse frontier.

MultiversX is a high-throughput public blockchain focused on providing security,
efficiency, scalability, and interoperability by adopting two key elements: Adaptive
State Sharding and a new Secure Proof of Stake (“SPoS”) consensus mechanism.

MultiversX benefits:
#Security:
Protected by $2.5bn+1 in staked assets.
#Speed:
15,000 tps with 6s latency.
#Costs:
$0.001 per transaction ( possibility to spin off side chain in the future )
#Ease-of-use:
Standard toolkit usable by any programmer.

#Carbon-negative:
MultiversX is leading a new wave of highly scalable and energy-efficient blockchain
innovation.
MultiversX is the first Carbon Negative European Blockchain, Opening A New Wave
Of Sustainable Innovation In Line With The European Climate Policy.
#User Experience:

● Internet-like interface,
● allowing for accessibility
● and mass adoption

The MultiversX protocol integrates the smart contract ( SC) component of tokens
directly into the protocol. As a result, token creation and transferring on the
MultiversX is fast and inexpensive. Furthermore, tokens are directly attached to the
accounts they belong to instead of residing in a third-party smart contract. This has
powerful legal and psychological implications regarding ownership. Another
important innovation is the ability of an NFT creator, such as a production company
or content creator, to continue receiving royalties for their creation each time it is
resold. FLASH token holders will add further utility to their holdings by leveraging
their value on the open market, using the Elrond DeFi 2.0 module.



11. Roadmap

This is a projection of our roadmap, dates may vary and are given as a best effort
estimation.

Q4 2022 - NFT Portal (dev net)
Q1 2023 - Private Seed Sale (vested)
Q1 2023 - Flash Collectables Sale
Q1 2023 - NFT Portal (main-net)
Q1 2023 - Launchpad
Q2 2023 - FLA Staking
Q2 2023 - DEX listing




